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For many years, Saurer Twisting 
Solutions has regularly defined 
benchmarks for twisting and 
cabling machines. 

At our site in Kempten, we 
develop forward-looking  
technologies for the energy- 
efficient production of tire  
cord and technical yarns.

As a reliable partner, we  
create intelligent and  
economical solutions for  
the individual needs of our  
customers.

Our entrepreneurial and  
pioneering spirit is the driving 
force for further developments 
and innovations – for your 
future as well.
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Features and benefits

 → Maximum production flexibility thanks 
to autarkic spindle technology

 → Unique material flexibility through 
innovative technology

 → Wide range of yarn counts

 → Unbeatable productivity due to 
delivery speed of up to 400 m/min

 → Production of hybrid yarns with 
innovative FlexiPly software

 → PrimePac – Top package quality with 
high density

 → Maximum economic efficiency and 
quality thanks to state-of-the-art 
technology

 → High user friendliness through 
worldwide unique section concept
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TechnoCorder TC2 – As versatile as the market

Technical yarns are used in very 
different fields of application of our 
environment. Industrial textiles, 
geotextiles, packaging textiles 
represent only a few examples of 
possible applications. As manifold 
as the applications are, as high are 
the demands placed on the produc-
tion technology for industrial yarns. 
The two-for-one twisting machine 
TechnoCorder TC2 is a high-perfor-
mance machine for twisting single 
and multiple yarns from a multitude 
of supply materials in a very wide 
range of yarn counts.
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1 Motor spindle

2 Spindle pot / Feed package

3 Yarn tensioner

4 Thread balloon

5 Balloon thread guide

6 Capstan

7 Traverse motion / winding roller

8 Twist package

9 Package cradle

10 Conveyor belt

11 Suction unit
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Drive and control system – for highest productivity

The drive and control system of the 
two-for-one twisting machine 
TechnoCorder TC2 offers ultimate 
flexibility combined with ease of 
handling in production. The user 
interface with touchscreen is intui-
tive to use and allows for an effec-
tive and safe handling of the 
machine. 

Autarkic spindle
The autarkic spindle technology allows for a 
separate control of spindle, capstan, traverse 
motion and winding. Twisting positions can be 
individually adjusted and flexibly adapted to the 
requirements of your production. Sample bobbins 
and production lots are produced at the same 
time on one machine, thus ensuring the optimum 
use of your machine and increasing its economic 
efficiency. 

Excellent package build
The modern TechnoCorder TC2 electronic concept 
ensures top quality of your twist packages thanks 
to fine-tune settings. Only twist packages 
produced on TechnoCorder TC2 deserve the 
designation PrimePac.
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Intelligent online monitoring
The innovative TechnoCorder TC2 monitoring 
concept allows for the superior quality of the 
twisted yarn from the first to the last metre.

Controlled machine stop 
Bridging of short-time power failures avoids 
unnecessary machine standstills and efficiency 
losses. The controlled machine stop and restart in 
case of a power failure makes sure that there are 
no losses in productivity and quality.

Constant yarn and package quality thanks to 
completely reproducible production data
Your customers want to rely on the agreed yarn 
and package quality. Therefore, you can easily 
and centrally set and save all production data on 
the TechnoCorder TC2 screen. Thus each lot can 
be reproduced with identical quality at any time. 
Furthermore you can save any desired number of 
lots and transfer the data from one TechnoCorder 
TC2 to the other.

Easy handling
The user-friendly touchscreen offers you easy 
entering of textile parameters and a clear menu 
guidance. The menus are tailored to our custom-
ers’ needs and provide you with all required 
information at a glance.
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Maximum production flexibility
The autarkic spindle technology allows you to run 
your individual production. The state-of-the-art 
assembling unit expands the application range of 
the TechnoCorder TC2 enabling new twist 
constructions according to the two-for-one 
system. With the innovative FlexiPly software, all 
kinds of hybrid yarns are possible – there are no 
limits to your imagination. 

Spindle design – for highest flexibility

Given the dynamic market environ-
ment and constant change, special 
means of production are required. 
With our tailor-made products you 
are optimally prepared for your 
competitors and will be among the 
top performers today and tomor-
row.
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Unique material flexibility 
New surfaces and the expertise gained over 
decades of cooperation with our customers, 
allow the twisting of single yarns and balanced 
and unbalanced multiple yarns on TechnoCorder 
TC2. High-quality twisted yarns made from very 
delicate materials, but also coarse materials of, 
for example, PP and PE can be economically 
processed on the TechnoCorder TC2. 

Wide range of counts
The spindle gauge 830 mm and the coarse yarn 
counts package widen the range of counts to up 
to 60 000 dtex. The count range from 235 to  
60 000 dtex on one machine type is worldwide 
unique and offers manifold possibilities. 
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Unbeatable productivity 
A delivery speed of 400 m/min is world class and 
unique in twisting industrial yarns. Large feed and 
twist package weights of up to 20 kg ensure max-
imum economic efficiency.

Maximum economic efficiency and quality 
through the most advanced technology
Energy-optimised modern drives and the slim 
thread balloon as a result of a height adjustable 
balloon thread guide considerably enhance the 
machine‘s energy balance. The robust design and 
high-quality components ensure a long machine 
life with minimum maintenance requirements on 
TechnoCorder TC2, resulting in reduced twisting 
costs and increased competitiveness of your 
company.

Spindle design – for highest economic efficiency

With the TechnoCorder TC2 we set 
new standards in the economical 
production of innovative technical 
yarns. The TechnoCorder TC2 once 
again shows that our research and 
development is always focused on 
the needs of our customers. 
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PrimePac – Top package quality
Depending on yarn count and material, the 
PrimePac packages can provide a considerably 
higher package density compared to packages 
wound on conventional twisting machines.   
Our customers benefit from lower freight costs 
and additional process optimisation in the further 
processing of the twist packages. 
An integrated online sensor ensures minimum 
length differences between the twist packages 
and thus increases the economic efficiency in 
further processing.

Superior twist quality
The processing of high-quality yarns on Techno-
Corder TC2 is guaranteed by innovative process 
monitoring systems, optimum yarn path 
geometry as well as gentle and low-tension 
thread guidance.

High user-friendliness
The high user-friendliness of TechnoCorder TC2 is 
ensured by its innovative spindle concept and the 
ergonomic arrangement of the main components. 
Newly shaped and arranged operating elements 
reduce operating and maintenance times and 
further increase the machine‘s productivity.
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Airomat
Pneumatic threading system for TechnoCorder 
TC2. The generated vacuum conveys the yarn 
into the yarn tensioner and storage disc duct.

PreciTail
Software for easy formation of a precise thread 
reserve on the twist tube. 

Sensor solutions 
For online quality monitoring of high-quality 
twisted yarns.

Campanello
In different versions for quick and easy unwinding 
of supply material.

Package for PP and PE monofilaments and small 
tapes
Special parts for gentle processing of PP and PE 
monofilaments and small tapes.

Additional devices

Package for delicate materials
Special parts and surfaces of thread guiding 
elements for gentle processing of materials such 
as aramid, Dyneema, PVA, Vectran, Nomex, etc.

FlexiPly with assembling device
The FlexiPly software allows for individual settings 
of machine parameters per spindle within a 
defined spindle group for the production of 
innovative hybrid yarns.  
The up to 9 individual threads are single-twisted 
and assembly-wound onto a package. The 
cylindrical cross-wound package is then fed to 
the TechnoCorder TC2 spindle and final-twisted. 
The assembling device considerably increases 
the field of application and production diversity 
of the TechnoCorder TC2. 

Winding
Process for rewinding feed packages or winding 
short bobbins to full packages.
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Winding and assembling
Process for assembling single yarn feed packages 
(2–9 threads), which are positioned in the 
individual spindle positions. 

Precision winding
Twist packages with precision winding convince 
by an even higher package density and optimum 
unwinding properties in further processing. 

Suction of hot air
Extraction of hot air from the spindle area 
provides optimised climate thus ensuring 
high-quality yarns. Your operating staff will 
benefit from a reduction of the noise level. The 
TechnoCorder TC2 design allows for a considera-
bly reduced air-conditioning system.

Noise abatement
Noise-absorbent mats for considerably reducing 
the noise level.

Package for coarse yarn counts
With spindle gauge 830 mm and the package for 
coarse yarn counts, the range of counts can be 
widened to up to 60 000 dtex.  
This is possible thanks to the spindle with 
adapted spindle pot and balloon limiter ring. 

Innovation package for artificial turf 
For the optimum production of different yarn 
constructions for artificial turf from PE and PP 
materials. For improved unwinding behaviour on 
flanged bobbins, a campanello for an unwinding 
speed of up to 260 m/min is available.   
With this package the TechnoCorder TC2 opens 
up new market opportunities.

Z Z S

Ply package e.g. 3-ply

Hybrid yarn constructions

Ply package

Cable package

S
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New markets, new opportunities and new products

New ideas, product enhancements 
and interdisciplinary approaches 
are the driving forces behind inno-
vations in the market.  
With our TechnoCorder TC2 you are 
optimally positioned for the chal-
lenges of the market.

From robust, everlasting rope to media-friendly 
high-tech sailing races up to the most delicate 
yarn in vital human organs – this is the world of 
industrial yarns. High-quality products for 
industries with innovative and top-performing 
applications: in mechanical engineering, in 
medical technology, in aviation and space travel, 
in the future-oriented energy-optimised automo-
bile industry, in the building industry and many 
other applications of countless products for 
today and tomorrow. There is an unbelievable 
variety of opportunities for industrial yarns. 
The machine concept of the two-for-one twisting 
machine TechnoCorder TC2 offers you ultimate 
flexibility in production, material and yarn counts 
of industrial yarns. You can react flexibly to your 
customers’ market requirements and even the 
smallest lots or samples can be economically 
produced. 
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Package density
(g/cm3)

 TC2

 Others

Triple Added Value 
With our customers’ needs always top 
of mind, we ensure that our products 
deliver optimised energy consumption, 
economics and ergonomics, with a 
focus on intelligence. This E³ principle 
forms the basis of our design philoso-
phy. Our passion for textile machinery 
drives us to manufacture innovative 
products that add value to our clients’ 
businesses.

Energy 
Reduced energy consumption 
→ Optimised balloon geometry 
→ Use of a balloon limiter ring 
 
Economics 
High economic efficiency 
→ 400 m/min delivery speed 
→ High package density 
→ Wide yarn count range from 235 to 60 000 dtex 
→ High production flexibility thanks to autarkic spindles 
→ FlexiPly for hybrid yarns 
 
Ergonomics 
Enhanced ergonomics 
→ Unrestricted access of twisting positions 
→ Easy cleaning of machine
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TechnoCorder TC2 – Machine dimensions
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540 2 040 gauge 670 1 680 gauge 830 570 395

TechnoCorder TC2 – gauge 670

Number of spindles 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 78

Machine length mm 3 340 5 380 7 420 9 460 11 500 13 540 15 580 17 620 19 660 21 700 23 740 25 780 27 820

Number of spindles 84 90 96 102 108 114 120

Machine length mm 29 860 31 900 33 940 35 980 38 020 40 060 42 100

With suction upwards +700 mm (1 suction tower up to 60 spindles), +1400 mm (2 suctions towers for 66 to 120 spindles)
Without conveyor belt -505 mm
With package slide option +395 mm

TechnoCorder TC2 – gauge 830

Number of spindles 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52

Machine length mm 2 760 4 440 6 120 7 800 9 480 11 160 12 840 14 520 16 200 17 880 19 560 21 240 22 920

Number of spindles 56 60 64 68 72 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104

Machine length mm 24 600 26 280 27 960 29 640 31 320 33 000 34 680 36 360 38 040 39 720 41 400 43 080 44 760

Without conveyor belt -505 mm
With package slide option +395 mm
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Technical and textile data

TechnoCorder TC2 Gauge 670 Gauge 830

 For industrial yarns from single and multi-ply yarns for unlimited flexibility

 With assembly winding device for multi-ply constructions

Field of application For fine and medium yarns up to 13 200 dtex For fine and coarse yarns up to 60 000 dtex

Gauge mm 670 830

Spindle sizes mm Ø/traverse 280/10“, 280/12“, 300/10“, 300/12“, 330/10“, 330/12“ (pls consult us for further package formats)

Number of spindles max 120 104

Spindle speed rpm  max. 2 000–10 000 depending on spindle size 1 500–6 000

Range of twists tpm
10–666 depending on spindle rpm  
and delivery speed

8–400 depending on spindle rpm  
and delivery speed

Direction of twist S or Z

Delivery speed m/min. 30–400

Feed device Capstan with overfeed (individually adjustable)

Traverse motion Individually at every spindle

Twist package mm Ø max./traverse
Weight max. kg

350/10”
20

Materials PA, PES, PP, PE, AR, CV, PVA, Dyneema, usw.

Range of counts 235–13 200 dtex depending on spindle size 470–60 000 dtex depending on spindle size

Additional devices
Matching transformer, data interface OPC UA, remote diagnostics, PreciTail, Campanello, noise 
abatement, Airomat, suction upwards or downwards (gauge 670), FlexiPly with assembling device, 
yarn sensor, tension meter, stroboscope, package for coarse yarn counts (Tlg 830), innovation 
package for artificial turf, precision winding

Feed packages Ø 280 mm Ø 300 mm Ø 330 mm

 kg kg kg

Traverse 10“ PA
PES
CV
AR

11.0
12.5
12.8
12.8

PA
PES
CV
AR 

13.1
15.2
16.0
16.0

PA
PES
CV
AR

16.3
18.9
19.9
19.9

Traverse 12“ PA
PES

13.2
15.0

PA
PES

15.7
18.2

PA
PES

19.5
22.6

The weights are only approximate values, i.e. they may vary with the tube size and package density. 
PA = polyamide, PES = polyester, AR = aramid, CV = rayon, PP = polypropylene, PE = polyethylene, PVA = polyvinyl alcohol

General notes
Research and development do not stand still. This can mean that one or another statement about the described product is superseded by technical  
progress. The illustrations have been selected according to informative aspects. They can also contain additional equipment that is not included in  
the standard scope of delivery. Our technical details in the offer and order confirmation are decisive for the binding machine design.
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Saurer Technologies GmbH & Co. KG
Twisting Solutions
Weeserweg 60
47804 Krefeld
Germany
T +49 2151 717 01
sales.twisting@saurer.com

Saurer Technologies GmbH & Co. KG
Twisting Solutions
Leonhardstrasse 19
87437 Kempten
Germany
T +49 831 688 0
sales.twisting@saurer.com

Saurer Hong Kong
Machinery Co. Ltd.
Room 2803-5, 28/f, The Center
99 Queen’s Road Central
Central
Hong Kong
T +852 2866 0308
jackson.ye@saurer.com

Saurer (Jiangsu)
Textile Machinery Co., Ltd.
Shanghai Branch Company
36F, Tower B, The HQ , 100 Zunyi Road
200051 Shanghai
China
T +86 21 2226 2578
TWI.SH.CN@saurer.com

Saurer (Jiangsu)
Textile Machinery Co., Ltd.
No.9, Chang Yang Street
Suzhou Industrial Park, 215024
Jiangsu Province 
China
T +86 512 8188 5688
info.TWI.CN@saurer.com

Saurer Inc.
8801 South Boulevard
Charlotte, NC 28273
USA
T +1 704 916 42 72
Twisting.USA@saurer.com

saurer.com


